ELVES - YELLOW - COLOUR WAR SONG 2009
Here I am, here for the first time
Here for the first ride, here on y own
Here I am, lost in the crowd
Swallowed by the sound
Here free to roam
Now I’m back, back to my haven
Back with some room to, room to explore
Now I’m back, back in a new light
Sunset at twilight, across the shore
CHORUS
Away from here, from here, time dictates all
From here, from here
Laughs we recall
From here, from here
Transcends time’s crawl
And for now, now gleaming tower
No rippling water, these summer days
And for now, out of the vast blue
Whispering so true, sun filled haze
CHORUS
To reflect, out on the still lake
An image you can’t break
Drifting afloat
Turn away, away to the islands
Echoing silence, away from our home
Why can’t we (x6)
Just stay here

HOBBITS - GREEN - COLOUR WAR 2009
Verse 1

Verse 2

When I go away
I know I’ll be okay
You’ll see

Together we’ll stay strong
It won’t be very long
Show me

That I have grown up here
And you won’t disappear
Without me

That you’ll be on my mind
As I watch time pass by
Slowly

You’ve shown me what it means
To feel so bitter sweet
About here
I’ll hold you finally
And I’ll wait silently
Till next year

And when I see your face
And feel your warm embrace
I’ll know

Pre chorus:
I will miss you
I’ll think about you
Cause I won’t let you go
And you have taken
A little piece of me
I won’t let you go
Chorus:
I can hear your laugh
Through a photograph
And when we’re on the phone
I am not alone
I will see your smile
In a little while
And we will return
To watch the fire burn

That I have made it home
I’ll never be alone
So when we’re apart
I will be singing that
*pre chorus*
*chorus*
Bridge:
Burn with you
I learn with you
I yearn for you
Until
The flames climb high
And the tears run dry
And I will be singing
I will be singing that
*pre chorus*
*chorus*

HUMANS - BLUE - COLOUR WAR 2009
VERSE 1
Take me to the water and tell me what you know
Looking at the islands, a window to Tamakwa’s soul
Whisper words of wisdom, there are stories to be told
The slopes are made of secrets that I wanna hold and call my own
PRECHORUS:
Why do the seasons have to change?
Why does leaving feel so strange?
I’m high, off your anything and everything
I feel this way and so…
CHORUS:
There’s a time, and a place
And a thousand different ways
To say nothing but mean everything
Smile, it’s ok
Nothing lasts forever, won’t be long until we’re back again
VERSE 2
A vision of tomorrow, the shadow of today
Memories of you and me in all our yesterdays
So listen to the wind, it’s a melody so dear
A moment lasts a lifetime, your voice I’ll always hear
PRECHORUS
CHORUS
VERSE 3
Hopeful but bittersweet, looking for a trace
The stars are fire in the sky, keeping time in place
The futures drawing nearer, who I am’s becoming clearer
Take me to the water, before time disappears
PRECHORUS
CHORUS (x2)

DWARVES - RED - COLOUR WAR 2009
VERSE 1
Sun has set
The day is done
Campfire has just begun
Young and scared
So out of place
But that’s when I first saw your face
And then you smiled so perfectly
It burned into my memory
Chorus
Heart of mine
Only shines for you
Hold me close
I know you feel it too
Take my hand
This love I give to you
But when we say goodbye
Keep in mind
I’m always here for you
VERSE 2
Years have passed
Our friendship stays
Feelings for you start to change
Young and scared on this starry night
All this trouble
Was worth this kiss tonight
Bridge
Boys: Let’s sneak out in the moonlight
Girls: and have this kiss tonight
Boys: let’s sneak out in the moonlight
All: oh, it’s never felt so right
Chorus
I’m always here for you (x3)

